to ponder the question, How does anyone become a cosmetic surgeon? Most of us did not have the opportunity to pursue formal training in cosmetic surgery simply because it was not available. So we attended meetings, symposia, and workshops, and we visited surgeons who, in the finest tradition of Hippocrates, welcomed us into their offices so that we could observe and learn. We started with smaller cases; as experience and confidence grew, our repertoires expanded. Members of the younger generation, on the other hand, have available to them many Academy-approved fellowships and residencies, from which they can obtain a broad and extensive educational experience.
Thus to my story. I consider myself so very fortunate to have had opportunities to learn cosmetic surgery. I became interested in cosmetic surgery during my dermatology residency at Naval Hospital, San Diego, California, 1970 -1973 I met George Farber in 1985 and he convinced me to relocate to New Orleans and join his group in 1986. My cosmetic surgery experience steadily increased. George and I were able to start a fellowship in dermatologic cosmetic surgery, and later we developed a dermatology preceptorship sponsored by the American Osteopathic Association. George saw to it that I presented at Academy meetings, and even though I felt somewhat green in the skill and experience department, George never refused an opportunity to praise to others my abilities, for which I am grateful. During this period, Robert Alexander invited me to speak at his facial cosmetic surgery courses in Sun Valley, Idaho , and thus was I introduced to subperiosteal dissection. One of our New Orleans fellows, Gary Ganzer, eventually joined the faculty of the University of Pittsburgh Department of Dermatology. Gary convinced The American Journal of Cosmetic Surgery Vol . 16, No. 1, 1999 them to recruit me to expand their cosmetic surgery unit, so we moved to Pittsburgh on January 1, 1992, where I became a full-time academic. Finally, over the last several years, I have been privileged and honored to serve as an officer and trustee of both the American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery and the American Board of Cosmetic Surgery, which has afforded me new opportunities and experiences in cosmetic surgery.
Many times, our medical students (thinking, of course, that I had taken a surgical fellowship) have asked me where I learned such things as face lifting, abdominoplasty, and liposuction. But, like most of you of my generation, I reply that I learned cosmetic surgery the way most physicians learn any new procedure or technology, by attending educational courses and visiting the offices of physicians who so unselfishly share their experience and knowledge. To all those who have helped train and educate me and thousands of other surgeons, I extend my heartfelt thanks and gratitude.
I am proud to be associated with the world's premiere multispecialty academy and its journal. I look forward to the challenges ahead as I serve the American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery and its Journal in this capacity as Editor-in-Chief. April 16, 17, 18, 1999 June 18, 19, 20, 1999 July 23, 24, 25, 1999 
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